We believe engaging a child's imagination is an important part of the healing and learning process. And what better way to imagine, than with costumes?

These capes are simple. Start with a blank "canvas" and create your favorite creature, character, or design. Please keep themes kid-friendly, and stay away from the use of any expressions or lettering. Your art should speak for itself.

**CAPES**


2. Sew edges together. Leave opening at bottom to turn cape right-side out.

3. Turn cape right-side out & finish open edge.

4. Sew on velcro patched to front tabs.

5. Decorate as desired --- add trim, jewels, ribbon, or inlays. Be sure all items are sewed securely.

**HOW TO...**

**make a cape**

**How You are Helping!**

We believe engaging a child's imagination is an important part of the healing and learning process. And what better way to imagine, than with costumes?

These capes are simple. Start with a blank "canvas" and create your favorite creature, character, or design. Please keep themes kid-friendly, and stay away from the use of any expressions or lettering. Your art should speak for itself.